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Rugby Rebel
Ultra-high resolution holograms are now finding commercial and industrial
applications in such areas as holographic maps, 3D medical imaging, and
consumer devices. Ultra-Realistic Imaging: Advanced Techniques in Analogue and
Digital Colour Holography brings together a comprehensive discussion of key
methods that enable holography to be used as a technique of ultra-realistic
imaging. After a historical review of progress in holography, the book: Discusses
CW recording lasers, pulsed holography lasers, and reviews optical designs for
many of the principal laser types with emphasis on attaining the parameters
necessary for digital and analogue holography Gives a full review of current
photosensitive materials for colour holography Covers modern methods of
analogue holography and digital holographic printing Introduces mathematical and
geometrical notation for horizontal parallax-only holograms and practical
computational algorithms for the full-parallax case Reviews systems and the image
processing algorithms required to convert the raw image data to the format
required by digital printers Develops the physical theory of the holographic grating
and the hologram Provides an up-to-date review of illumination sources, including
LED and laser diode sources Written by leaders in dynamic holography, this
handbook provides complete coverage of real-time colour holographic processes,
including applications. The book covers not only the optics and theory behind such
holographic systems, but also laser technologies, recording devices, data
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acquisition and processing techniques, materials for reproduction, and current and
developing applications.

Data Analysis in Forensic Science
This is the first book devoted exclusively to the outphasing power amplifier,
covering the most recent research results on important aspects in practical design
and applications. A compilation of all the proposed outphasing approaches, this is
an important resource for engineers designing base station and mobile handset
amplifiers, engineering managers and program managers supervising power
amplifier designs, and R&D personnel in industry. The work enables you to: design
microwave power amplifiers with higher efficiency and improved linearity at a
lower cost; understand linearity and performance tradeoffs in microwave power
amplifiers; and understand the effect of new modulation techniques on microwave
power amplifiers.

Applying Design for Six Sigma to Software and Hardware
Systems
This book is the first textbook with the generalization of Dimensional Analysis,
specially prepared to solve problems of identification of mathematical models
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based on experimental data. The generalization gives the possibility of
mathematical model invariant with regard to gauge group, groups of rotation and
others. The resulting formalism generates the most general and tensor
homogeneous form of possible functional dependence.

Design of Linear RF Outphasing Power Amplifiers
A masterwork of crime and black comedy, George V. Higgins is in his element as
he spell-bindingly recounts lawyer Jerry Kennedy’s more fragrant cases. Keen to
take some time off, Jerry Kennedy plans a short holiday en famille at Green Harbor,
his eclectic clients don’t get the memo however. His drive-by clientele, the car
thieves, pimps, drug dealers and boatyard mechanics are diverse in all respects
but one, persistence. Matters come to a head when a midnight intruder breaks into
Kennedy’s home, knife drawn and determination blaring in his eyes. In deciphering
the imposter’s intentions, Jerry’s qualities of honesty, responsibility and downright
hard work are seriously put to the test. Brimming with a bevy of bimbos, bent cops
and bad actors, Kennedy for the Defense shows us the Boston crooks-and-cops
world through an attorney’s eyes.

Algorithms and Architectures
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With his customary wit, humor, and irony, along with a fine sense of the period,
Louis Auchincloss artfully brings to life an exciting and dramatic facet of eighteenthcentury England. On the Continent, John Churchill, Duke of Marlborough, is laying
waste to the lowlands in a bloody combat with Louis XIV At the British court, Queen
Anne, aging, ill, and surrounded by sycophants, is coping with the intrigues of
those who wish to promote Marlborough's dangerous ambitions. Chief among the
plotters is his headstrong wife (and court favorite), Sarah Churchill. Into this tense
and steamy environment comes young Abigail Hill, Sarah's impoverished cousin.
Sarah has arranged for her to be a maid to the Queen. But Abigail will discover that
she has been marked by destiny for a special mission, which is nothing less than to
bring to a halt a bloody and destructive world war. How she accomplishes this is
the subject of this unusual but historically justified tale. The drama of court life and
high politics, the growing antagonism between Sarah and Abigail, and an engaging
cast of characters make for a lively narrative. And the portrait of Queen Anne is a
tour de force that lends further depth to this vivid and engaging book.

Exit Lady Masham
Argues the just war tradition, rather than being a restraint on war, has expanded
its scope, and criticises this trend.
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The Rise of Supernatural Fiction, 1762-1800
Atria Español Presents: The Best of Mexican Literature Get acquainted with the
work of some of the greatest authors of Mexican heritage with Atria Español
Presents: The Best of Mexican Literature. This sampler has all the ingredients that
makeup some of the best books that Mexican Literature has to offer. You’ll find
excerpts from: Malinche by Laura Esquivel The Night Buffalo by Guillermo Arriaga
The Secret Book of Frida Kahlo by F.G. Haghenbeck Across a Hundred Mountains
by Reyna Grande People Like Us by Javier Valdés No matter what your literary
preferences are, we know you’ll find something here to satisfy you.

Saved By The Angels
In Environmental Health and Science Desk Reference, authors Frank R. Spellman
and Revonna M. Bieber define and explain the terms and concepts used by
environmental professionals, environmental science professionals, safety
practitioners and engineers, and non-science professionals. This is an essential
reference for anyone working in environmental health, environmental science, and
related fields.

The American Founding and the Social Compact
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Saved by the Angels gives warm and uplifting true stories of the extraordinary
things that can happen to people (or their friends and relatives) if they have a neardeath experience. This might include seeing the Angel of Death, having clairvoyant
dreams, being aware of special fragrances, strange symbols and coincidences.
Glennyce Eckersley, author of the hugely successful An Angel At My Shoulder, has
collected many true stories of how angels can affect people's day-to-day lives. As
more of us search for greater spiritual fulfilment, they give us hope that we live,
not in a purely chaotic world, but in one of harmony, meaning and order.

Environmental Health and Science Desk Reference
Anglo-Saxon Keywords presents a series of entries thatreveal the links between
modern ideas and scholarship and thecentral concepts of Anglo-Saxon literature,
language, and materialculture. Reveals important links between central concepts
of theAnglo-Saxon period and issues we think about today Reveals how material
culture—the history of labor,medicine, technology, identity, masculinity, sex, food,
landuse—is as important as the history of ideas Offers a richly theorized approach
that intersects with manydisciplines inside and outside of medieval studies

Advanced Structural Wind Engineering
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While other books on the market provide limited coverage of advanced CDNs and
streaming technologies, concentrating solely on the fundamentals, this book
provides an up-to-date comprehensive coverage of the state-of-the-art
advancements in CDNs, with a special focus on Cloud-based CDNs. The book
includes CDN and media streaming basics, performance models, practical
applications, and business analysis. It features industry case studies, CDN
applications, and open research issues to aid practitioners and researchers, and a
market analysis to provide a reference point for commercial entities. The book
covers Adaptive Bitrate Streaming (ABR), Content Delivery Cloud (CDC), Web
Acceleration, Front End Optimization (FEO), Transparent Caching, Next Generation
CDNs, CDN Business Intelligence and more. Provides an in-depth look at Cloudbased CDNs Includes CDN and streaming media basics and tutorials Aimed to
instruct systems architects, practitioners, product developers, and researchers
Material is divided into introductory subjects, advanced content, and specialist
areas

Economics and Preventing Healthcare Acquired Infection
Jordan Company Laws and Regulations Handbook

Race and the Making of American Liberalism
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Written by one of the foremost historians of American Catholicism, this book
presents a comprehensive history of the Roman Catholic Church in America from
colonial times to the present. Hennesey examines, in particular, minority Catholics
and developments in the western part of the United States, a region often
overlooked in religious histories.

The Rural Diaries
2011 AJN Book of the Year Winner in Professional Development and Issues! "This
collected scholarshipwill inform the personal/professional evolution of caring and
nursing into this century and beyond, inviting new visions of the evolved human in
the world of practice, education, research, administration, and clinical care. It is
truly a visionary futuristic manifesto for this time in nursing and health sciences at
all levels." Jean Watson, PhD, RN, AHN-BC, FAAN University of Colorado Denver
College of Nursing Founder: Watson Caring Science Institute, Boulder, Colorado
(From the Reflection) This innovative volume explores nursing and complexity
science, and investigates how they relate in research, education, and practice. The
book examines best methods for using complex systems, with expert contributing
authors drawn from nursing, sociology, informatics, and mathematics. Each author
is actively involved in studying and applying complexity science in diverse
populations and various settings-especially in terms of nursing, chronic care,
health care organizations, and community health networks. Chapters conclude with
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a response written by a nursing scholar, administrator, or practitioner, focusing on
chapter concepts relevant to the complex systems seen in nursing. Chapters also
include models that relate how these concepts can be used in practice,
management, education, and research-from micro to macro scales. The first of its
kind, this book demonstrates the potential of complex systems perspectives in
nursing and health care research, education, and practice. Key Features Presents
the central concepts of complexity science as they relate to nursing Facilitates
greater understanding of human caring relationships through the lens of complex
organizational systems Provides examples of how to create and implement
complex systems models that enhance care for individuals, and in leadership roles,
organizational caring, nursing informatics, and research methods

Applied Environmental Economics
Why does one country take the lead over others in the development and
introduction of environmental innovations? This book analyzes lead markets for
innovations such as fuel cells and photovoltaics, and offers insight into why this is.
The authors use case studies to illustrate the policy framework that favors
environmental innovation, and offer recommendations for research and
development, environmental and industrial policies.
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American Catholics
The Practical, Example-Rich Guide to Building Better Systems, Software, and
Hardware with DFSS Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) offers engineers powerful
opportunities to develop more successful systems, software, hardware, and
processes. In Applying Design for Six Sigma to Software and Hardware Systems ,
two leading experts offer a realistic, step-by-step process for succeeding with
DFSS. Their clear, start-to-finish roadmap is designed for successfully developing
complex high-technology products and systems that require both software and
hardware development. Drawing on their unsurpassed experience leading Six
Sigma at Motorola, the authors cover the entire project lifecycle, from business
case through scheduling, customer-driven requirements gathering through
execution. They provide real-world examples for applying their techniques to
software alone, hardware alone, and systems composed of both. Product
developers will find proven job aids and specific guidance about what teams and
team members need to do at every stage. Using this book’s integrated, systems
approach, marketers, software professionals, and hardware developers can
converge all their efforts on what really matters: addressing the customer’s true
needs. Learn how to Ensure that your entire team shares a solid understanding of
customer needs Define measurable critical parameters that reflect customer
requirements Thoroughly assess business case risk and opportunity in the context
of product roadmaps and portfolios Prioritize development decisions and
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scheduling in the face of resource constraints Flow critical parameters down to
quantifiable, verifiable requirements for every sub-process, subsystem, and
component Use predictive engineering and advanced optimization to build
products that robustly handle variations in manufacturing and usage Verify system
capabilities and reliability based on pilots or early production samples Master new
statistical techniques for ensuring that supply chains deliver on time, with minimal
inventory Choose the right DFSS tools, using the authors’ step-by-step flowchart If
you’re an engineer involved in developing any new technology solution, this book
will help you reflect the real Voice of the Customer, achieve better results faster,
and eliminate fingerpointing. About the Web Site The accompanying Web site,
sigmaexperts.com/dfss, provides an interactive DFSS flowchart, templates,
exercises, examples, and tools.

Aldo Leopold and the Ecological Conscience
Make a Raspberry-Pi Controlled Robot teaches you how to build a capable and
upgradeable personal robot for around $100. You'll learn how to control servos,
respond to sensor input, and know where your bot is using GPS. You'll also learn
many ways to connect to your robot and send it instructions, from an SSH
connection to sending text messages from your phone.
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Informatics, Management and Technology in Healthcare
Literary and historical study of supernatural or Gothic fiction of the Romantic
period.

Kennedy for the Defense
Traces the roots of the contemporary crisis of progressive liberalism deep into the
racial past of America. Horton argues that the contemporary conservative claim
that the American liberal tradition has been rooted in a 'color blind' conception of
individual rights is inaccurate & misleading.

Fellow Citizens
Unlike many other books about the American founding, this new work by two of the
most prominent scholars of American political history emphasizes the coherence
and intelligibility of the social compact theory. Social compact theory, the idea that
government must be based on an agreement between those who govern and those
who consent to be governed, was one of the Founders' few unifying philosophical
positions, and it transcended the partisan politics of that era. Contributors to this
volume present a comprehensive overview of the social compact theory,
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discussing its European philosophical origins, the development of the theory into
the basis of the fledgling government, and the attitudes of some of the founders
toward the theory and its traditional proponents. The authors argue forcefully and
convincingly that the political ideas of the American Founders cannot be properly
understood without understanding social compact theory and the exalted place it
held in the construction of the American system of government.

FULL-TIME FATHER
Physical Evaluation in Dental Practice introduces the general concepts of physical
evaluation, teaching essential skills and values in patient care and offering a quick
reference to common problems of the head and neck. This practical clinical guide
provides concise, illustrated synopses of the manifestation of common diseases
and conditions in the mouth, head, and neck. Offering the practicing dentist a solid
grounding in patient examination, evaluation, and diagnosis, Physical Evaluation in
Dental Practice is an invaluable chair-side reference aimed at predoctoral dentists,
dental hygiene students, practicing dentists, and hygienists.

Ecuador
"A genuinely Catholic life should feed the soul as well as the mind; should offer a
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vision of men and women made whole by the love of God, the knowledge of
creation, and the reality of things unseen; should enable us to see the beauty of
the world in the light of eternity; and should help us recapture the nobility of the
human story and the dignity of the human person. This is the kind of witness that
sets fire to the human heart." —Archbishop Charles J. Chaput In this eBook original,
Charles J. Chaput, the Archbishop of Philadelphia, offers a powerful manifesto on
the need for Americans to protect religious freedom. As he notes, principles that
Americans find self-evident—the dignity of the human person, the sanctity of
conscience, the separation of political and sacred authority, the distinction
between secular and religious law, the idea of a civil society pre-existing and
distinct from the state—are not widely shared elsewhere in the world, and in recent
years seem to be in jeopardy on our own shores. Archbishop Chaput offers a call to
action for leadership both here and abroad to challenge this damaging trend. By
thoughtfully interpreting and applying Catholic values to this confusing moment in
history, he provides hope for an American audience hungry for courage and
counsel.

Mario Andretti
This is the first text to examine the use of statistical methods in forensic science
and bayesian statistics in combination. The book is split into two parts: Part One
concentrates on the philosophies of statistical inference. Chapter One examines
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the differences between the frequentist, the likelihood and the Bayesian
perspectives, before Chapter Two explores the Bayesian decision-theoretic
perspective further, and looks at the benefits it carries. Part Two then introduces
the reader to the practical aspects involved: the application, interpretation,
summary and presentation of data analyses are all examined from a Bayesian
decision-theoretic perspective. A wide range of statistical methods, essential in the
analysis of forensic scientific data is explored. These include the comparison of
allele proportions in populations, the comparison of means, the choice of sampling
size, and the discrimination of items of evidence of unknown origin into predefined
populations. Throughout this practical appraisal there are a wide variety of
examples taken from the routine work of forensic scientists. These applications are
demonstrated in the ever-more popular R language. The reader is taken through
these applied examples in a step-by-step approach, discussing the methods at
each stage.

Dimensional Analysis in the Identification of Mathematical
Models
Biomedical informatics is becoming increasingly important as healthcare
organizations worldwide implement biomedical informatics applications as part of
their continued effort to improve the effectiveness of patient care and the
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efficiency of service delivery. This book presents the full papers delivered at the
2013 International Conference on Informatics, Management and Technology in
Healthcare (ICIMTH 2013), held in Athens, Greece, in July 2013. The scope of
biomedical informatics is very broad, including a number of technologies such as
imaging, sensors, biomedical equipment and even organ transplant technology.
The 90 papers included here examine research and applications outcomes - from
cell to population - in these diverse fields, and because management and
organizational issues play an important role in the implementation phase of
biomedical informatics applications, these topics are also covered as an integral
part of the theme. The book will be of interest to all those whose work involves the
development and use of biomedical informatics applications.

Nursing, Caring, and Complexity Science
Avant-garde poet Henri Michaux boarded a steamship bound for Ecuador in
December 1927 as "a man who knows neither how to travel nor how to keep a
journal." He set out to record a journey, but his vivid descriptions, his unexpected
leaps of thought, provide a narrative unlike any other. The result, Ecuador: A
Travel Journal, is a work of pointed observation and sensual, even hallucinogenic,
poetry and prose. Obsessed not with how a traveler interacts with the world but
how the world-the mundane and the fantastic-invades and changes the traveler,
Michaux recognized that stepping out of everyday life opens one up to images and
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reflections otherwise hidden. In Ecuador, Michaux bravely lays out what may be
found if one dares to take such a voyage.

Lead Markets for Environmental Innovations
The beloved actress and star of One Tree Hill, White Collar, and Lethal Weapon,
Hilarie Burton Morgan, tells the story of leaving Hollywood for a radically different
kind of life in upstate New York with her husband Jeffrey Dean Morgan—a
celebration of community, family, and the value of hard work in small town
America. While Hilarie Burton Morgan's hectic lifestyle as an actress in New York
and Los Angeles gave her a comfortable life, it did not fulfill her spiritually or
emotionally. After the birth of their first son, she and her husband Jeffrey Dean
Morgan, the star of The Walking Dead, decided to make a major change: they
bought a working farm in Rhinebeck, New York, and began a new chapter in their
lives. The Rural Diaries chronicles her inspiring story of farm life: chopping wood,
making dandelion wine, building chicken coops. Burton looks back at her transition
from urban to country living—discovering how to manage a farm while raising her
son and making friends with her new neighbors. She mixes charming stories of
learning to raise alpacas and buying and revitalizing the town’s beloved candy
store, Samuel’s Sweet Shop, with raw observations on the ups and downs of
marriage and her struggles with secondary infertility. Burton also includes delicious
recipes that can be made with fresh ingredients at home, as well as home
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renovation and gardening tips. Burton’s charisma, wide eyed attitude, and
fortitude—both internal and physical—propels this moving story of transformation
and self-discovery. The Rural Diaries honors the values and lifestyle of small-town
America and offers inspiration for anyone longing to embark on their own
unconventional journey.

Atria Español Presents: The Best of Mexican Literature
Examines the career paths, business achievements, leadership styles, business
strategies and industry impact of Fortune 500 and Global 500 corporate leaders, as
well as entrepreneurs and other notable businesspeople through in-depth
biographical narratives. For business and trade audiences.

Ultra-Realistic Imaging
In this exceptional volume, Matthew D. Bunker explores the work of contemporary
free speech critics and argues that, while at times these critics provide important
lessons, many of their conclusions must be rejected. Moreover, Bunker suggests
that we be wary of interdisciplinary approaches to free speech theory that--by their
very assumptions and techniques--are a poor "fit" with existing free speech theory
and doctrine. In his investigation of diverse critiques of free speech theory and his
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sophisticated rebuttal, he provides an innovative and important examination of
First Amendment theory. In doing so, he establishes a new agenda for First
Amendment theory scholarship that incorporates some of the critics' insights
without abandoning the best aspects of the free speech tradition. COPY FOR
MAILER: Distinctive features in this volume include: * an overview of the traditional
approaches to First Amendment theory, * an examination of work from key First
Amendment scholars and theorists, at both the individual and group level, * an
emphasis on interdisciplinarity ranging from femi- nist and critical legal scholars to
economists and literary theorists, and * a new agenda for First Amendment theory
scholar- ship which incorporates critical comment while pre- serving the best
aspects of the free speech tradition.

Critiquing Free Speech
An innovative new application of geographical information systems (GIS) to
environmental economics.

International Directory of Business Biographies
This book serves as a textbook for advanced courses as it introduces state-of-theart information and the latest research results on diverse problems in the
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structural wind engineering field. The topics include wind climates, design wind
speed estimation, bluff body aerodynamics and applications, wind-induced building
responses, wind, gust factor approach, wind loads on components and cladding,
debris impacts, wind loading codes and standards, computational tools and
computational fluid dynamics techniques, habitability to building vibrations,
damping in buildings, and suppression of wind-induced vibrations. Graduate
students and expert engineers will find the book especially interesting and relevant
to their research and work.

Make a Raspberry Pi-Controlled Robot
The complete collection of American Presidential inaugural addresses, featuring
commentary on the state of each President's union.

The Man Who Was a Woman and Other Queer Tales from Hindu
Lore
Tells the life story of the Italian race car driver who won the Indy 500, the Daytona
500 and the Formula One World Championship.

Advanced Content Delivery, Streaming, and Cloud Services
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Financial management practices are likely to have a marked effect on the financial
performance of a corporate enterprise. Therefore, sound financial
decisions/practices can contribute towards meeting the desired objective of having
profitable operations. This subject assumes paramount significance in view of the
present dynamic and turbulent business environment, which has produced more
intense competition and smaller profit margins across the world. In this context,
the financial management practices of the corporates in India, a country with a
vast potential for economic growth, can offer valuable insights. The present study
explores whether there has been a major change in the financial performance
(measured in terms of profitability) and financial policies/decisions of the sample
companies over a fixed period (2000-2001 to 2010-2011), with a special focus on
pre and post-recession analysis. It delves deeper into current research areas such
as zero working capital, real options in capital budgeting, pecking order in capital
structures, and clause 49 as reflected in the financial management decisions of
sample companies, and provides a broader perspective by identifying trends (if
any) in certain aspects of financial decision-making over the past two decades. A
comprehensive study, covering all the major aspects of financial management
practices, also contains an inter-sectoral study (among the sample companies) and
develops an index of professionalism in financial management based on the
practices of the sample companies. The book is primarily targeted at
teachers/students of finance, management, commerce, accounting and related
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professional disciplines/fields. Practitioners/professionals will find it an invaluable
text that helps guide them to better decision-making.

Helping Your Child with Selective Mutism
Eoin Madden’s having a busy term with friend issues, schoolwork and new rugby
challenges; he’s been moved up to train with the Junior Cup team, which is hard
work, plus there’s trouble in his dormitory as mobile phones start going missing!
But as usual there are ghostly goings-on in Castlerock school – what’s the link
between Eoin’s history lessons and the new spirit he’s spotted wearing a Belvedere
rugby jersey? Historical and modern mysteries combine in this intriguing tale of
rugby, rebellion and ghosts. 'Beautifully crafted by Siggins, this is a book that will
thrill any rugby-mad youngster while delighting sports fans (of any age) with an
interest in entertaining storytelling.' Irish Daily Mail on Rugby Warrior

Jordan Company Laws and Regulations Handbook
In Aldo Leopold and an Ecological Conscience ecologists, wildlife biologists, and
other professional conservationists explore the ecological legacy of Aldo Leopold
and his A Sand County Almanac and his contributions to the environmental
movement, the philosophy of science, and natural resource management. Twelve
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personal essays describe the enormous impact he has had on each author, from
influencing the daily operations of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the
creation of a land-use ethics guide for Forest Service personnel, to much needed
inspiration for continuing on in today's large, complex and often problematic world
of science. Here is Aldo Leopold as a mentor, friend, and companion and an
affirmation of his hope that science will continue to be practiced in the cause of
conservation.

Financial Management Practices
This volume is the first diverse and comprehensive treatment of algorithms and
architectures for the realization of neural network systems. It presents techniques
and diverse methods in numerous areas of this broad subject. The book covers
major neural network systems structures for achieving effective systems, and
illustrates them with examples. This volume includes Radial Basis Function
networks, the Expand-and-Truncate Learning algorithm for the synthesis of ThreeLayer Threshold Networks, weight initialization, fast and efficient variants of
Hamming and Hopfield neural networks, discrete time synchronous multilevel
neural systems with reduced VLSI demands, probabilistic design techniques, timebased techniques, techniques for reducing physical realization requirements, and
applications to finite constraint problems. A unique and comprehensive reference
for a broad array of algorithms and architectures, this book will be of use to
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practitioners, researchers, and students in industrial, manufacturing, electrical, and
mechanical engineering, as well as in computer science and engineering. Radial
Basis Function networks The Expand-and-Truncate Learning algorithm for the
synthesis of Three-Layer Threshold Networks Weight initialization Fast and efficient
variants of Hamming and Hopfield neural networks Discrete time synchronous
multilevel neural systems with reduced VLSI demands Probabilistic design
techniques Time-based techniques Techniques for reducing physical realization
requirements Applications to finite constraint problems Practical realization
methods for Hebbian type associative memory systems Parallel self-organizing
hierarchical neural network systems Dynamics of networks of biological neurons
for utilization in computational neuroscience

Anglo-Saxon Keywords
A god transforms into a nymph and enchants another god. A king becomes
pregnant. A prince discovers on his wedding night that he is not a man. Another
king has children who call him both father and mother. A hero turns into a eunuch
and wears female apparel. A princess has to turn into a man before she can
avenge her humiliation. Widows of a king make love to conceive his child. Friends
of the same sex end up marrying each other after one of them metamorphoses
into a woman. These are some of the tales from Hindu lore that this unique book
examines. The Man Who Was a Woman and Other Queer Tales from Hindu Lore is a
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compilation of traditional Hindu stories with a common thread: sexual
transformation and gender metamorphosis. In addition to the thought-provoking
stories in The Man Who Was a Woman and Other Queer Tales from Hindu Lore,
you'll also find: an examination of the universality of queer narratives with
examples from Greek lore and Irish folklore a comparison of the Hindu paradigm to
the biblical paradigm a look at how Hindu society and Hindu scripture responds to
queer sexuality a discussion of the Hijras, popularly believed to be the “third
gender” in India--their probable origin, and how they fit into Hindu society With the
telling of each of these tales, you will also learn how the author came upon each of
them and how they relate to the context of dominant Hindu attitudes toward sex,
gender, pleasure, fertility, and celibacy.

A Heart on Fire
Often described as 'social phobia's cousin' and misdiagnosed as autism, selective
mutism is a debilitating fear of speaking in some situations experienced by some
children. The disorder usually presents in children before the age of five, but it may
not be recognized until the child starts school. When requested to speak, children
with selective mutism often look down, blush, or otherwise express anxiety that
disrupts their engagement with people and activities. Selective mutism is related
to social anxiety and social phobia, and more than 90 percent of children with
selective mutism also manifest symptoms of one of these problems. This book is
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the first available for parents of children with selective mutism. It offers a broad
overview of the condition and reviews the diagnostic criteria for the disorder. The
book details a plan you can use to coordinate professional treatment of your child's
disorder. It also explains the steps you can take on your own to encourage your
child to speak comfortably in school and in his or her peer group. All of the book's
strategies employ a gradual, 'stepladder' approach. The techniques gently
encourage children to speak more, while at the same time helping them feel safe
and supported. Angela E. McHolm, Ph.D., is director of the Selective Mutism
Service at McMaster Children's Hospital in Hamilton, ON. The Selective Mutism
Service offers outpatient psychiatric consultation to families and professionals such
as school personnel, speech and language pathologists, and mental health
clinicians who support children with selective mutism. She is assistant professor in
the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural Neurosciences in the Faculty of
Health Sciences at McMaster University in Hamilton, ON.

Physical Evaluation in Dental Practice
A reader-favorite story of love, loss and finding family from #1New York Times
bestselling author Susan Mallery Computer consultant Parker Hamilton's life is
thrown into a tailspinwhen a woman named Erin Ridgway suddenly shows up on
his doorstep,claiming that he is the father of her four-year-old niece, Christie.But
how can Parker be a father? What will he say to his long-lostdaughter? And why is
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the beautiful Erin suddenly giving him a chanceto be part of Christie's life? After
Erin Ridgway's sister dies in childbirth, Erin promises herselfshe'll do everything
she can for her sister's baby, and that includesfinding the baby's father. When she
finally meets the reclusiveParker, she wants to give him the chance to know his
daughter, butwhat could a lonely millionaire know about raising a little girl? Andis
she just imagining the chemistry between her and Parker?

Just War and International Order
Reasons for Writing This Book The published literature on the economic appraisal
of healthcare acquired infection (HAI) is described by phrases such as: “With so
many virtues of the cost-benefit approach identified, it is perhaps puzzling why
greater use of economic appraisal has not been made in the area of infection
control” [1] “Clinicians should partner with economists and policy analysts to
expand and improve the economic evidence available” [2] “the quality of economic
evaluations should be increased to inform decision makers and clinicians” [3] “The
economics of preventing hospital-acquired infections is most often described in
general terms. The underlying concepts and mechanisms are rarely made explicit
but should be understood for research and policy-making” [4] The aim of this book
is to describe how economics should be used to inform decisi- making about
infection control. Our motivation stems from the previous quotes which show
economics is being used within the infection control community, but not to its full
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potential. Our expectation is that you do not have any formal training in economic
analyses. Economic analyses have been used for many decades to argue for
increased funding for hospital infection-control. In 1957, Clarke [5] investigated
bed wastage in British hospitals due to Staphylococcus aureus in patient’s wounds.
She concluded . “the average length of stay in hospital of patients whose wounds
were infected with Staph.
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